SIRMOOR REPORT - FROM THE ORIENT

One of the main frustrations about still being gainfully employed, and being in Hong Kong, is
not being able to join in the various Sirmoor Club events in England – but we do manage to
retain the links in the Orient as best we can. I still convene a Brigade of Gurkhas Ladies Night
every November and occasionally we have a Brigade Luncheon at the Hong Kong Club - the
most recent of which was on Neuve Chapelle Day when Sir John Nott was visiting. John
Lamond sat next to Sir John as his father had been a near ‘numberie’ – but Sir John also had
links to Kadoorie as he had been Secretary of State for Trade when China Light and Power
were deciding where to buy the turbines for Daya Bay – and remembered a hair raising drive
with Sir Horace Kadoorie in his Bentley at Kadoorie Farm! Neville Sarony (7GR National
Service) entertained us on the piano with satirical ditties about Trump, Brexit and the Hong
Kong ‘elections’ for the post Chief Executive.
Chris Gunns, Robert Barber and John Bowman are amongst other Sirmoories who join
these gatherings, and from the wider Brigade - David Bulbeck, Julian Buckeridge, Jonny
Hollands, (all 6GR – but Jonny was 14/20H attached) , St John Cameron (QG Sigs) John Simon
(Christopher Bullock’s RMO when he commanded 6 GR), Brian Bunker (GTR), and Rodney
Farrar (Pmr 10GR) are frequent attendees. We are also lucky enough to have Rachel Duffell
and Charlotte Durrant (nee Bullock) in Hong Kong - who happily join us from time to time.
With our continuing commitment to Nepal, I visit Kadoorie Agricultural Aid Association
(KAAA) or Kadoorie Charitable Foundation (KCF) projects there about three times every year.
This year was my 15th trek with Captain Dudman Gurung - and as usual Griselda joined me
as we trekked in Okaldunga and Ramechapp with Bettina Kadoorie (all a part of passing the
baton to the next generation). We walked for 8 hours a day for 4 days and inspected no less
than 25 KAAA projects past and present – Water, Micro-hydro, bridges, solar lighting, cliff
tracks - all continuing to serve the Hill communities from where our soldiers used to be
recruited. Dudman is a great companion and probably knows Nepal better than most of his
countrymen – although I did wonder if he realised that with age our enthusiasm for climbing
for four hours up a near vertical hillside was somewhat diminished since earlier years! We
finished our trek in Buji in Ramechhap – home to Major(QGO) Birbahadur Sunuwar
(‘Biroo’) – who was a Sergeant clerk in Battalion HQ when I was the Ops Officer shortly after
joining in 1978. We received a marvellous welcome from his brother Hemanta (who was
headmaster of the school) and the rest of the village – largely because of KAAA micro-hydro,
a mill and water that we had provided.
With Captain Karnabahadur Thapa as the KAAA Administrative Officer, and Major
(GCO) Krishna Gurung (2nd Battalion and Q.G Signals) as the new Deputy Director, the
Sirmoor Rifles are well represented.

We are just about to fund the Cairn Trust for the second time to provide more libraries – so we
continue the linkage formed with David Thomas and now continued by his son Tobyn and the
Cairn Trust team.

So we still miss catching up with Sirmoorees at those reunions -and the sailing, golf and fishing
that enlivens the annual calendar - but we are not entirely out of touch!
Salaams to all Sirmoories!
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